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We describe the characteristics and performance of a wire 

spark chamber system using a secondary pion beam at SLAC for the 

study of reactions of the form n-p + 2 or more charged particles. 

Topics discussed include the pion beam transport system; wire spark 

chambers, their associated H.V. pulsing system, and magnetostrictive 

readout; a large multi-cell eerenkov counter; and computer facilities 

used in online and offline analysis of data. The properties of this 

system with respect to its acceptance and resolution, in mass, 

missing mass, and momentum transfer, are analyzed and examples 

presented. 
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DESCRIPTION OF SYS'Z@l 

The pion beam shown in Fig. 1 partially shared the existing RF separated 

n-K beam for the 82” bubble chamber. The system consisted of two beam lines, 

each achromatic and each containing a momentum-defining crossover, one 

following the other. The beam for this experiment branched from the bubble 

chamber beam at the second focus (see Fig. 1); this diversion was accomplished 

by a pulsed magnet capable of a repetition rate of up to 18O/sec. Thus, for 

example, it was possible to transmit kaons to the bubble chamber and pions of 

the same momentum to this experiment on a pulse-to-pulse basis. A somewhat 

unusual feature of this beam design was the use of sextupoles to cancel 

second-order effects in order to improve the beam spot size at the target. 

The beam had an angular p%s band of 22.5 mr horizontally and f3.5 mr vertically 

it had a momentum pass band of t2.5$. Counter hodoscopes were used to label 

particles within each of these three bands; vertically and horizontally 

these hodoscopes resolved to +0.5 mr and the momentum hodoscope resolved 

better than +0.5$. The beam intensity was typically 10 pions per 1.4 psec 

machine pulse at 150 pulses per second for beam momenta between 4.5 and 

15 Gev/c. The beam at the target was focused such that 96% of the pions were 

within a 2.5 cm square. Electron contamination was 4.2% and muon contamination 

was -3.1% at 15 GeV/c. 

Figure 2 shows the arrangement of the seven spark chambers, target, 

analyzing magnet, and cerenkov counter. Each sprk chamber consisted of two 

gaps (four wire planes), each of which was read by magnetostrictive techn-iques. 

The wire planes were constructed with an aluminum-polyester cloth having a 

wire spacing of 1.05 wires/mm. Two of the planes were conventional x-y planes 
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and the other two were inclined at angles of ?30° with respect to the vertical. 

Because the main beam passed through the chamber, a polyurethane plug was 

installed in each gap to prevent extra tracks due to beam particles. There 

were no spurious sparks near the plug or the edge of the chamber, but in 

order to operate the chamber at high rates a pulsed clearing field was used 

to prevent restriking of old sparks. The clearing field had a 50 VDC component 

upon which was superposed a ';i5OV pulse 3 ms long after each beam pulse. Each 

chamber received its H.V. by means of a set of eight 50-ohm cables which in 

turn was driven by a hydrogen thyratron and a matching set of charging cables. 

Typically t'ne chambers operated with a 6-kV rectangular pulse 225 ns long. 

The H.V. pulsing systems were designed for use with the chambers at rates up 

to 18O/sec, and the system was used at rates uy to lOO/sec. 1 Under normal 

data-taking conditions the chambers had a gap efficiency greater than 98s 

for up to 5 sparks (see Fig. 3). 

The terenkov counter2 had an aperture 100 x 250 cm and was filled with 

Freon 12 at pressures up to 3 atmospheres. Optically it consisted of eight 

separate mirror, light horn, and phototube (58 UVP) units; the radiating 

lath length was 175 cm. The set of eight mirrors covered a total area of 

125 em x 250 cm at the back of the counter. The design permitted use of the 

counter either as a hodoscope of eight separate Cerenkov cells or, by mixing 

the phototube outputs, as a large counter having uniform efficiency. Operating 

o.t a Freon I2 pressure of 1.46 atm, the efficiendy for detecting 8 GeV/c 

pions was about 99.8%. The threshold for 8 GeV/c kaons is 1.8 atm. 

Data logging was done by means of an IBM model 1800 computer, which 

received the magnetostrictive scaler readout, content of strobed buffers, 

and analog-to-digital converters by means of multiplexors built at SLAC. 
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This information was then written on magnetic tape (about 400 tapes for the 

experiment). For online analysis, tracks were reconstructed and selected 

kinematic histograms were generated for display either on a line printer or 

a CRT. The computer also performed checks of chamber efficiency, spark 

frequency, counter rates, and magnet currents. More detailed checking was 

available by means of a data link from the experimental area to the main SLAC 

computer, and IBM 36O/gl. This link had the capability of a real time link 

between the two computers; however, it was used mostly in an offline mode 

where tapes were analyzed by the 360/91 under control of the remote terminal. 3 

PERFOPNAJYCE OF SYSTEM 

As a system the performance was quite satisfactory. The resolution was 

limited by the single plane coordinate precision (40.5 mm) of the spark 

chamber, and by multiple scattering in the target and hodoscopes. Observation 

of the decay KS + Y-L'~- yielded a mass resolution of t4 MeV/c2 (see Fig. 4), 

and we calculate a resolution of t6 MeV/c2 in the region of the p. The missing 

mass resolution was about +80 MeV/c2 near the neutron (see Fig. 5). We 

calculate a resolution in t which is - 4 x 10 -3 (G~V/C)~ for ItI = 0.06 and 

proportional todr . 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. Beam Layout for Wire Spark Chamber Experiment. 

2. Plan View of Wire Spark Chamber Spectrometer. 

3. Single-Gap Efficiency of Spark Chambers. 

4. Invariant Mass Resolution for Ks" 
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5. Missing Mass Resolution for the Reaction - 
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Fig. 3 
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